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          Abstract Seven three component ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) of the Ocean Observatories‐

                Initiative (OOI) Cabled Array on top of Axial Seamount are continuously streaming data in real time to

             the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS). The OBS array records earthquakes from the

                 submarine volcano which last erupted on 24 April 2015, about 4 months after the array came online. The

                OBS data have proven crucial in providing insight into the volcano structure and dynamics (Wilcock et al.,

      2016, https://doi-org.ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/10.1126/science.aah5563). We implemented a real time double differ‐ ‐

           monitoring system that automatically computes high precision (tens of meters) locations of new‐

          earthquakes. The system's underlying double difference base catalog includes nearly 100,000 earthquakes‐

                and was computed using kurtosis phase onset picks, cross correlation phase delay times, and 3 D and‐ ‐ P S

              velocity models to predict the data. The relocations reveal the ne scale structures of long lived, narrowfi ‐ ‐

                    (<200 m wide), outward dipping, convex faults on the east and west walls of the caldera that appear to form a

              fi flgure 8 shaped ring fault system. These faults accommodate stresses caused by the in‐ ation of magma

                prior to and de ation during eruptions. The east fault is segmented and pulled apart in east west directionfl ‐

                 due to its interaction with the Juan de Fuca Ridge, which at this location forms an overlapping spreading

             center. The RT DD system enables the monitoring and rapid analysis of variations in ne scale‐ fi ‐

                 seismic and fault properties and has the potential to improve prediction of timing and location of the next

         Axial eruption expected to occur in the 2022 2023 time frame.–

 1. Introduction

               The new Ocean Observatories Initiative's (OOI's) cabled array (Kelley et al., 2014) is a state of the art geo-‐ ‐ ‐

               physical observatory at Axial Seamount, an active submarine volcano at the intersection of the Juan de

               Fuca Ridge and the Cobb Eickelberg seamount chain beneath the Paci c Ocean off the coast of Oregon‐ fi

                  (Figure 1). The basaltic volcano features a shallow, elongated caldera that is 8.5 km long and 3 km wide

                and located approximately 1,400 m below the sea surface. It erupted in 1998 (Dziak & Fox, 1999;

                   Fox, 1999, among others), in 2011 (Caress et al., 2012; Chadwick et al., 2012; Dziak et al., 2012), and most

                 recently in April 2015 (Chadwick et al., 2016; Nooner & Chadwick, 2016; Wilcock et al., 2016). The latest

               eruption was captured by the OOI cabled array, providing high delity geophysical data that led to signi -‐fi fi

              cant advances in understanding the structure and dynamics of Axial volcano (Caplan Auerbach et al., 2017;‐

               Levy et al., 2018; Nooner & Chadwick, 2016; Tan et al., 2019; Wilcock et al., 2016).

               The seismological component of the OOI Cabled Array at the volcano summit consists of ve short periodfi ‐

         three component seismometers and two broadband three component seismometers with hydrophones that‐ ‐

                 started streaming seismic data in real time in November 2014. The network occupies the southern part of the

               NNW oriented caldera (Figure 1). The array recorded the continuous buildup of seismicity toward the 24

                   April 2015 eruption, with a peak rate of over 9,000 detected events on the rst day of the eruption. Overfi

             100,000 events were detected and located in postprocessing analysis mode using standard analysis methods,

               revealing segments of a gure 8 shaped ring fault system that accommodated the in ation and de ation offi ‐ fl fl

             the magma chamber (Wilcock et al., 2016). Furthermore, the network recorded impulsive acoustic signals

               (Figure 1b) generated when magma reached the sea oor and followed paths that bounced one or morefl
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                times off the sea surface before reaching the seismometers. These signals were used to precisely map and

            time lava ow during the eruption and diking event (Wilcock et al., 2016).fl

               Here we present and evaluate the performance of a real time work ow (Figure 2) that enables precision‐ fl

               monitoring of seismicity recorded at the OOI array. We combine a suite of state of the art seismic analysis‐ ‐ ‐

                        Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry of Axial Seamount showing the configuration of the geophysical instrumentation of the OOI Cabled Array and the location of ssures andfi

                             lava ows associated with the 2011 (Caress et al., 2012) and 2015 (Chadwick et al., 2016; Clague et al., 2017) eruptions. North and south rift zones are segments of thefl

                         Juan de Fuca Ridge (from Wilcock et al., 2018). (inset) Histogram of earthquake detections for 9 months spanning the 2015 eruption. Gaps in the histogram are

                        intervals with no data. (b) Examples of the three types of seismic signals recorded by the ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) array: Regular earthquakes due to

                           shear failure, pressure waves from lava reaching the sea surface and exploding or imploding, and long period tremors. Picks for waves (red) and waves (blue) areP S

                        shown. From Wilcock et al. (2018). (c) Routine locations (gray dots) as determined at the University of Washington by Wilcock et al. (2016) using single event‐

                         (Hypoinverse; Klein, 2002) location based on kurtosis and wave picks. Blue, labeled squares are OBS station locations (CC1 and EC2 are broadband stations; allP S

                        others are short period), green line is the caldera rim, and red lines are lava ow pattern from the 2015 eruption (Clague et al., 2017).fl
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                 tools to rapidly detect and locate new seismic events at Axial Seamount with high precision relative to a

            high‐resolution background (or base) earthquake catalog. We developed the base catalog by relocating

               nearly 100,000 events between 22 January 2015 and 31 January 2017 using kurtosis arrival time picks

            (Baillard et al., 2013; Wilcock et al., 2016) in combination with cross‐correlation based double difference‐ ‐

             methods (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000). The base catalog and associated databases are then implemented

            in the real time double difference software system RT DD (Waldhauser, 2009) for precisely locating new‐ ‐ ‐

              events in a routine monitoring framework. The ne scale details of the relocated seismicity are analyzedfi ‐

                 and discussed in terms of the structural and temporal evolution of active faulting during and after the 2015

               eruption cycle. We expect the RT DD system to help improve the forecasting of future eruptions by‐

              real‐time imaging the ne scale properties and evolution of active faulting with respect to past seismicity.fi ‐

   2. Data and Methods

    2.1. Data and Initial Processing

                  The OOI array (Kelley et al., 2014) has been streaming three component data with a sampling rate of 200 Hz‐

              since November 2014 through the U.S. NAVY to the Incorporated Research Institute for Seismology (IRIS)

                 Figure 2. Flowchart of the real time double difference (RT DD) process. Red arrows = process ow; blue arrows = data‐ ‐ ‐ fl

                flow. OOI = Ocean Observatories Initiative; IRIS = Incorporated Research Institute for Seismology; W = University of

            Washington; LDEO = Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University. Modi ed from Waldhauser (2009).‐ fi
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                 where it is archived at the Data Management Center (DMC). The data can be accessed by the broader

                   scienti c community in real time about 75% of the time. About 25% of the time the data are diverted byfi

                  the U.S. NAVY, with about 90% of that data released to the IRIS data base within a week. Down sampled‐

                  8 Hz data are never diverted to the U.S. NAVY and instead continuously streamed to IRIS all the time

    and accessible in real time.

              We rst process the waveforms at the University of Washington using routine analysis methods (Wilcockfi

              et al., 2016) that include detection using a long term (LT)/short term (ST) root mean square (RMS) detector‐ ‐ ‐

                 operating on 6 and 0.3 s long windows, respectively (Figure 2). After removing signals related to n whalefi

               calls (>15 Hz) and impulsive waterborne signals generated by explosions (or implosions) of lava as they

                    reach the sea oor (Figure 1b) (Wilcock et al., 2016), an ST/LT RMS picker is used to estimate and wavefl P S

                 arrivals within 0.15 and 0.2 s long windows. These picks are subsequently re ned using the kurtosis picker offi

   Baillard et al. (2013).

            Each detected and identi ed earthquake is subsequently located using Hypoinverse (HINV) (Klein, 2002)fi

                  together with a layered 1 D model (Figure 3c). The 1 D velocity model is derived from active source data‐ ‐ P

                   (Arnulf et al., 2014), and the model is derived by scaling the model with a depth dependentS P V P/VS ratio

                (Wilcock et al., 2016; Figure 1c). We compute magnitudes using the method of Tréhu and Solomon (1983)

                and Toomey et al. (1985). For a detailed description of the initial data processing steps see Wilcock

                        Figure 3. (a, b) Histograms of differences between cross correlation delay times and corresponding delay times formed from picks for and waves, for different‐ P S

                          thresholds of correlation coef cients ( ). The standard deviations for correlation coef cients >0.95 are 37 ms for waves and 39 ms for waves. (c) 1 Dfi Cf fi P S ‐ P

                         and velocity models based on Arnulf et al. (2014) used for Hypoinverse location (black lines) and resampled velocity depth function used in HypoDD (red lines).S

                      (d) Distribution of the horizontal and vertical projections of the 95% error ellipses derived from bootstrapping the nal residuals vector 200 times, forfi

                        events that lie within the footprint of the array (~75,000 events). Uncertainties are shown separately for events that are mostly constrained by correlation data and

    those mostly by pick data.
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          et al. (2016). The initial routine earthquake parameters are made available

      online via http://axial.ocean.washington.edu (Wilcock et al., 2016).

    2.2. 3 D Grid Search Location‐

          In order to improve the absolute location and associated uncertainties of

        107,130 hypocenters recorded between January 2015 and January 2017,

            we relocate them one at a time using a nonlinear grid search method

            ( , Lomax et al., 2000) together with 3 D and velocity modelsNLLoc ‐ P S

         derived from simultaneous inversion of the seismic arrival times from

           close to 3,900 well recorded earthquakes (Baillard et al., 2019). The velo-

            city models feature a low velocity anomaly in the center of the southern

            caldera at depths below the top of the magma chamber (~2 km), inter-

           preted as a zone that is intensely fractured by the cyclical deformation

           of the caldera (Baillard et al., 2019). It further includes high velocities

               around the caldera rim that are likely due to consolidated undeformed lava ows, and lowfl V P/V S  ratios in

               the southern caldera that are consistent with the presence of hydrothermal vapor (e.g., Toksöz, 1976). The

                median errors of the hypocenter locations are approximately 500 m in horizontal and 800 m inNLLoc

 vertical direction.

   2.3. Double Difference Catalog Relocation‐

                To improve the relative locations between events and image the details in fault structures and geometry, we

            use the double difference (DD) method of Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2000). The double difference method‐ ‐

               inverts phase delay times between nearby events recorded at common stations for the vector connecting the

                 events, thus reducing common mode model errors. In addition to the phase delay times formed from the kur-

                tosis picks we use waveform cross correlation to compute precise differential times for pairs of events that

            have correlated seismograms at common stations. We applied a time domain cross correlation algorithm‐

            (Schaff & Waldhauser, 2005) to ltered (4 50 Hz) vertical (EHZ/HHZ) and horizontal (EHE/HHE,fi –

               EHN/HHN) component seismograms of pairs of events recorded at the same station and separated by at

                least 1 km. (Table 1). A total of ~10 billion correlations for ~100,000 events were carried out.

                    We chose 0.5 s long correlation windows for waves and 0.75 s windows for waves and search over lagsP S

               that are ±0.5 s. Erroneous correlation measurement, for example, due to cycle skipping, are detected and

                     removed by computing delay times for a second set of windows that are 0.75 s ( wave) and 1.0 s ( wave)P S

                long, retaining only the measurements that agree within 0.01 s. In addition, we keep only the correlation

            delay times for earthquake pairs with at least three measurements with cross correlation coef cients,‐ fi

                   Cf S≥ 0.7. We use the delay times measured on the EHN component because they show slightly higher mean

                correlation coef cients. The resulting correlation time database includes a total of 7 million wave and 33fi P

              million wave delay times (Table 1). Differences between pick and corresponding correlation delay timesS

                  have standard deviations of 48 ms ( waves) and 52 ms ( waves) for all data, indicating high consistencyP S

                    between the two data sets (Figures 3a and 3b). Standard deviations of 37 ms ( waves) and 39 ms ( waves)P S

                  for differences from data with 0.95 indicate the high accuracy of the kurtosis picked arrival times, forCf ≥

    both and arrivals.P S

                We combine pick and the highest quality correlation delay times ( 0.8) and use the double differenceCf ≥ ‐

              relocation algorithm HypoDD (Waldhauser, 2001) to invert batches of ~3,000 events (see below) for precise

                 relative locations (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000). We include all events that have at least four picks andP

                  fi five picks in total and use a nely layered 1 D model (Figure 3c) derived from active source data (Arnulf‐

                et al., 2014) to predict partial derivatives and delay times. We tested the consistency between individual data

                types by relocating a well constrained cluster of 650 events using picks alone, correlation data alone, and the‐

       combined data sets (see Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000).

             Relative location uncertainties are computed from a bootstrap analysis of the nal double difference vector,fi ‐

             relocating the events 200 times while each time resampling the residual vector without replacement

                (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000). The accuracy of the bootstrap errors is evaluated for small clusters of events

               using formal least squares uncertainties derived from the full covariance matrix. For events within the array

                 (75,000 events or 77% of the total number of events), the horizontal and vertical projections of the 95%

 Table 1

           Number of P and S Picks and Correlation Measurements at Each Station

Station
   Picks ( 4/P ≥ P

        and 5) correlation ( 3)S ≥ X n ≥

P S

  P (5 km,
    cc 0.7) (EHN)≥ S

         AXAS1 76,734 75,133 1,100,513 1,747,032 (2 km, cc 0.7)≥

         AXAS2 67,252 59,927 244,254 1,395,050 (2 km, cc 0.7)≥

         AXCC1 88,855 77,736 1,695,873 598,056 (2 km, cc 0.7)≥

         AXEC1 97,014 101,161 1,415,924 9,377,371 (1 km, cc 0.8)≥

         AXEC2 101,470 101,136 1,317,454 7,685,861 (2 km, cc 0.7)≥

         AXEC3 96,431 101,601 1,508,145 9,845,958 (1 km, cc 0.8)≥

         AXID1 61,355 48,260 123,829 1,030,420 (2 km, cc 0.7)≥
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                con dence ellipses drawn from 200 bootstrap samples have medians of 54 and 30 m, respectively, for eventsfi

               constrained by picks only (~15% of all events) (Figure 3d). Events constrained by additional correlation data

                 have horizontal and vertical medians of 26 and 20 m, respectively. For events located outside the array the

        error estimates are about 2 3 times larger on average.–

                We handle the high density of the earthquake distribution, and thus the exponential increase in the number

                 of linear equations to be solved in one inversion, by applying the relocation process described above to ran-

               domly subsampled batches of ~3,000 events, each batch encompassing the entire area of seismicity, until the

                   full catalog is relocated. We repeat that process 10 times in order to insure a continuous chain of delay times

                   that link together nearest neighbors across all events. We then merge all batches by taking the mean of the 10

                    locations for each event to compute a nal location. The scatter in the 10 locations, as shown in Figure 4 byfi

                   the mean of the median in absolute deviations (MAD) within bins of 500 × 500 m for the two lateral

                     directions and depth, is on the order of 40 m within the array. The scatter is about 25% larger for events that

               locate outside the array because of suboptimal station distribution. The scatter is comparable to the relative

            location uncertainties derived from the bootstrap analysis for events within the array described

  above (Figure 3d).

             The nal catalog, Axial.DD.201701.n5 (Figure 5a), includes 96,706 events (91% of the initial catalog)fi

           recorded between 22 January 2015 and 31 January 2017, with magnitudes ML     between 0.8 and 3.1. The−

               final root mean square (RMS) residuals are 0.065 s for pick and 0.003 s for cross correlation delay times.‐ ‐ ‐

                About 75% of the events have at least one correlation measurement with 0.8 constraining theCf ≥

 final locations.

   2.4. Real Time Double Difference Monitoring‐ ‐

           We implemented a modi ed version of the real time double difference earthquake relocation systemfi ‐ ‐

            RT DD, originally developed to compute automatic precision location of earthquakes recorded at the‐

           Northern California Seismic Network (Waldhauser, 2009). The Northern California RT DD systems has‐

                   Figure 4. Median absolute deviations (MAD) in the scatter of the 10 locations derived for each event from relocation of

                  randomly sampled subsets of ~3,000 events (300 subsets total). Shown are map views of mean MAD within bins of

                  500 × 500 m for east west (a) and north south (b) directions and depth (c). Black squares are station locations.‐ ‐

                     (d) Histogram of MAD values for all events within the array (i.e., within black boxes in a c) (solid line) and outside the–

 array (dashed).
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                   Figure 5. Final cross correlation based double difference earthquake catalogs including events between 22 January 2015 and 31 January 2017. Green dots are‐ ‐ ‐

                      correlated events that have at least three seismograms with neighboring events that have correlated waves with coefP ficients 0.95, red dots are strongly≥

               correlated events with coef cients 0.98, blue dots all other events. Orange dots are events withfi ≥ M L          ≥ 3.0. (a) Map view of comprehensive catalog including 96,706

                           events relocated with at least four wave picks and at least ve picks in total. Black squares show station locations, gray line caldera outline, and thick (thin)P fi

                          brown and black lines ssures (lava ows) of 2015 (Chadwick et al., 2016; Clague et al., 2017) and 2011 (Caress et al., 2012) eruptions, respectively. Dotted brownfi fl

                            line marks southward trajectory of the NRZ (see Figure 1). NRZ = north rift zone; SRZ = south rift zone. CRZ = central rift zone; ID = International District

                         vent eld. Box shows location of inset. Black dots show locations of repeating events. (b) Map view and (c) cross sections of high precision catalog including 31,160fi ‐

                          events located with at least seven high quality wave picks and at least 12 picks in total, used as base catalog for RT DD processing. Labeled boxes in‐ P ‐

                           (b) show the location of cross sections shown in (c). Black lines above surface in (c) show bathymetry, at depth top of magma reservoir (Arnulf et al., 2018).
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          been operational since 2009 and continues to provide a widely used,

     openly accessible, up to date correlation based double difference catalog‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

           and web based tools to view and analyze new earthquakes relative to past‐

 seismicity (http://ddrt.ldeo.columbia.edu).

          The RT DD system uses a DD base catalog to rapidly compute‐

         high precision locations of new events relative to their nearest neighbors‐

           in the base catalog. For each newly detected and located event (http://

       axial.ocean.washington.edu, Wilcock et al., 2016), the RT‐DD process

         searches for neighboring reference events in the base catalog, computes

            pick delay times between the new event and its reference events, and uses

                  a single event DD algorithm to relocate the new event with respect to the reference events in the base catalog‐

                  (Waldhauser, 2009). It subsequently uses the new location to search the base catalog for a new set of optimal

              reference events, this time cross correlating the waveforms between the new event and its reference events‐

              to compute precise differential times. Waveforms from the reference events are accessed from a locally

             stored indexed waveform database. Waveforms for new events are retrieved from IRIS DMC using

                  FetchData, requesting windows that start 2 s before and end 12 s after the initial origin time estimate. The

               final RT DD relocation is performed with the combination of both pick and correlation times. A detailed‐

         description of the RT DD system is given in Waldhauser (2009).‐

             The DD catalog described above (Axial.DD.201701.n5) was computed with the aim of being comprehensive

              (i.e., requiring a minimum number of ve stations for robust relocation). However, for real time DDfi ‐

                   operation it is most useful to include events in the base catalog that are recorded by many stations and have

                  additional picks in order to ensure strong linkage between new and reference events in the base catalog. ToS

               generate the base catalog for the Axial RT DD system, we have therefore repeated the catalog relocation pro-‐ ‐

                  cess described above but this time only including events that have at least 7 wave picks (i.e., eventsP

                     recorded at all stations) and 12 picks in total. We also added all events with > 2, regardless of the numberM

            of picks available. The relocated catalog, Axial.DD.201701.n12, includes 31,160 events with magnitudes ML

                    between 0.6 and 3.1 (Figures 5b and 5c). RMS residuals are 0.064 s for pick data and 0.002 s for correlation−

              data, and the relative horizontal and vertical location uncertainties from bootstrap analysis have medians of

                  17 and 16 m, respectively (means are 76 and 47 m, respectively). This represents 35% lateral and 20% vertical

              location error reductions compared to the comprehensive DD catalog. Eighty ve percent of events in the‐fi

             comprehensive and 70% in the well constrained catalog have correlated seismograms at 0.8.‐ Cf ≥

               We back tested the RT DD process by relocating 2,000 randomly selected events between 2015 and 2016‐

              from the DD base catalog (Axial.DD.201701.n12), treating them as new events and then comparing them

               to their catalog location. The mean difference between the base catalog location and the RT DD location‐

                   is 137 m in horizontal directions (median 55 m) and 216 m in vertical direction (median 114 m). These dif-

               ferences are about 20% smaller than when the full catalog (Axial.DD.201701.n5) is used as base catalog

                (Table 2). The origin of the discrepancies between base catalog and real time locations lies in the compre-‐

                hensive linkage between events in the simultaneous inversion of the data used to compute the base catalog.

                 In contrast, the RT DD process only inverts delay times between new events and a selected number (200) of‐

             reference events in the base catalog. Continuous RT DD monitoring will improve location precision of‐

 future events.

               Figure 6 shows the difference between the HINV initial locations and the RT DD relocations, for 4,540‐

                  events between 1 February 2017 until 5 May 2018. Standard deviations are 270 and 370 m in the east west‐

               and north south directions, respectively, and 458 m in depth, similar to the expected absolute location uncer-‐

                  tainties of the HINV locations. We observe a mean shift of 137 m for differences in east west direction, which‐

                originates from referencing the RT DD solutions to a base catalog derived in a 3 D tomographic model that‐ ‐

               accounts for velocity heterogeneities (Baillard et al., 2019), whereas the routine HINV locations are based on

   a 1‐D model (Figure 3c).

               With the RT DD system operational, we are now continuously updating the Axial DD catalog with precise‐

            locations of new events in near real time (http://ddrt.ldeo.columbia.edu/Axial). Figure 7 shows an example‐

                  of a summary information plot that is routinely being generated and put online for each new event. In addi-

                tion to station and earthquake location information we also provide tools to investigate each new location in

 Table 2

         Back Testing Results for 2,000 Randomly Selected Events Using the Axial.‐

     DD.201701.n12 and Axial.DD.201701.n5 as Base Catalogs

DX

mean

DY

mean

DZ

mean

DX

median

DY

median

DZ

median

      N12 122 137 216 55 50 114

      N5 148 177 248 68 76 131

         Note. Mean and median difference between DD base catalog locations
      and RT DD location are given in meters.‐
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         space and time with a JavaScript based 4 D earthquake viewer (http://‐ ‐

      ddrt.ldeo.columbia.edu/Axial/4D). Plots with new waveforms and wave-

           forms from the 10 most correlated neighboring events (Figure 7c) are also

        generated and posted online, providing additional information on both

        source and structural characteristics related to each new earthquake.

 3. Results

   3.1. Structures and Faults

           The overall structure and geometry of the faults revealed by the relocated

          seismicity (Figure 5) is generally consistent with the features observed by

           Wilcock et al. (2016). These include active faults along the eastern and

             western caldera walls that form part of what appears to be an outward dip-

             ping ring fault system in the shape of a gure 8 and seismicity associatedfi

            with ssures of the 2015 diking event. The faults reach depths that corre-fi

             spond to the top of the magma reservoir (~1.6 km; Arnulf et al., 2018).

          Approximately 85% of the earthquakes that are within the footprint of

            the network locate above 1.6 km depth, and 90% locate above 2 km.

         Earthquake density plots (Figure 8) reveal the focused occurrence of

          earthquakes along narrow zones of faulting, especially along the east cal-

          dera wall. ENE oriented cross sections (3 5) depict the outward dipping–

          faults that accommodate the stresses from in ation and de ation of thefl fl

         caldera during the eruption. Upon scrutinizing the shallow portion of

                   the eastern fault in Cross Section 4 we see some indication of a steeply inward dipping fault that splays off

                   the eastern ring fault at about 200 m depth and reaches the surface near the caldera east wall, a structure

               proposed by Baillard et al. (2019). However, reliably resolving shallow inward dipping faults with the current

              network con guration is hampered by the low resolution in hypocenter depths due to the near horizontalfi ‐

                ray take off angles. In both our initial 3 D grid search locations (Baillard et al., 2019) and the‐ ‐

               double difference locations presented here we do not see evidence of an active shallow, inward dipping fault‐

                 along the northern caldera's west wall (Figure 5c, Cross Section 1) as inferred by Arnulf et al. (2018).

                 However, such a structure, if it exists, would be dif cult to constrain with the current network given thefi

        events' large azimuthal gaps (>250°) and near horizontal take off angles.‐ ‐

                   The seismicity on the west wall de nes a convex, west dipping fault surface with a subtle change in strike atfi

                     the neck of the gure 8 structure, and an overall decreasing dip toward the surface (1 and 2 of Figure 5). Afi

                 principal component analysis (PCA) was used to t fault planes to events along the two cross sections. Thefi

              resulting planes' orientation were generally consistent with focal mechanisms from Levy et al., 2018 and

                 indicate that the northern segment of the western ring fault (Cross Section 1 in Figure 5) strikes 24°NNW

              and dips 65°WSW, while the southern segment (Cross Section 2) strikes 8°NNW and dips 55°WSW.

                 Approximately 90% of the events are within 300 m from the PCA derived fault planes, and 30% are within‐

                   the resolution limits of the data (~50 m) (Figure 9a). Most of the seismic moment is released within 300 m

                from the fault plane (Figure 9b) which is similar to observations along mature crustal faults like the

          Park eld segment of the San Andreas fault (Perrin et al., 2019).fi

                  Seismicity on the east side of the caldera re ects the complex interaction of the eastern ring fault with thefl

                    NNE trending Juan de Fuca Ridge, which at this location steps to the west by about 2 km, forming the north-

               ern, central, and southern rift zones of an overlapping spreading center (OSC) (Embley et al., 1990)

                   (Figures 1 and 5b). Cross Sections 4 and 5 in Figure 5c show a steeply outward dipping ring fault, which

                  is bounded to the north (Cross Section 3) and south (Cross Section 6) by seismicity which we interpret to

                 be associated with rifting processes along ssures of the Juan de Fuca Ridge (for location of the ssuresfi fi

                see Figures 1 and 5). PCA results from the eastern ring fault segments show fault orientations of

                  ~25°NNW and a steep decline in the number of events and moment as a function of distance from the

                 PCA plane. Most of the seismic moment is released within 150 m from the fault plane, suggesting a

               well developed fault core bracketed by a narrow damage zone. The existence of a well developed fault sur-‐ ‐

                  face is also supported by the sharp alignment of strongly correlated events (red dots in Sections 4 and 5),

          Figure 6. Differences between routine HINV locations of 4,300 events that
          occurred after the end of the base catalog and corresponding RT DD‐

         locations that were automatically computed using the initial HINV location

        as starting location for RT DD processing. Standard deviations (means)‐

               are 270 m (140 m) in east west, 360 m (10 m) in north south, and 450 m‐ ‐

    (30 m) in vertical direction.
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               suggesting repeated slip on a single fault. Inspection of larger preeruption events with the 4 D viewer‐

                 suggests that the basic ring fault geometry along the caldera's east side is a mirrored version of that

                observed on the west side but has been deformed, or may have undergone segmentation, due to the

                interacting rift segments. The structural complexity near the neck of the gure 8 structure is also re ectedfi fl

            in the low number of correlated events at this location (Figure 5a, inset).

                 Seismicity associated with the central rift zone (Figure 8, Sections 1 and 2) forms a linear, NNW trending

                  structure that veers off the east wall of the caldera in the general direction of the observed surface ssuresfi

                  generated by the 2015 eruption (Chadwick et al., 2016; Clague et al., 2017; Wilcock et al., 2016). These earth-

                 quakes form a diffuse, near vertical structure between 1.0 and 1.8 km depth, but the constraint on both abso-‐ 

                 lute and relative event locations, especially in depth, is limited because of the large azimuthal gap in the

     stations recoding the events (Figure 4).

                    Figure 7. Example information for each relocated new event generated by the RT DD system and posted online at http://ddrt.ldeo.columbia.edu/Axial. (a) Station‐

                         map with OBS locations (squares), events in base catalog (gray dots), new event (red dot), caldera wall (black line), and 2015 lava ow areas (gray lines).fl

                          (b) Map view (top) and cross section (bottom) of area with new event, showing base catalog (gray dots), past RT DD located events (black dots), new event (red‐

                        dot). Blue lines connect new event to reference events constrained by pick data alone, yellow lines to events constraint by correlation data. (c) Waveform plot

                          of 10 most similar seismograms (gray) recorded at station EC3, aligned on correlated waves. Filter: 4 50 Hz. Top (blue) trace is new event, bottom trace isP –

                   superposition of all seismograms. Red/green ticks are kurtosis based / wave arrival time picks. Labels indicate event ID and correlation coef cient.‐ P S fi
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                             Figure 8. Map view and cross sections of earthquake densities within bins of 30 × 30 m, shown on a logarithmic scale. In map view, green line is caldera rim,

                       brown lines are 2015 ssures, dark gray lines are 2011 ssures, labeled boxes include events shown in cross sections. WRF = western ring fault;fi fi

                          ERF = eastern ring fault; CRS = central rift segment; SRS = south rift segment. The + denotes the centroid of the best tting prolate spheroid deformation“ ” fi

    model (Nooner & Chadwick, 2016).
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                Seismicity along the south rift zone trends in NNW direction (Figure 5b), veering off the general NNE

                 direction of the surface ssures toward the south. At depth the events concentrate between 1 and 1.6 kmfi

                 depth and show an east dipping structure (Section 7 in Figure 5c) with decreasing dip toward the south.

           The surface projections of the seismic structure track the 2011 surface ssures.fi

                 A series of short, NNE striking, subparallel faults in the southernmost part of the ring structure (Figure 5b

                   and Cross Section 8 in Figure 5c) run perpendicular to a strike that we would expect from movements on the

              ring fault. Composite focal mechanisms (Levy et al., 2018) indicate right lateral dip slip movement along a‐ ‐

               nodal plane that is consistent with the orientation of the seismicity structure. These structures are subparal-

                  lel to surface ssures in the south rift zone associated with the 2011 eruption (Figure 1a) and the generalfi

                trend of the Juan de Fuca Ridge, suggesting that they are the response to stress concentration from

          interacting rifting processes. They may also be related to the hydrothermal

           systems in the International District area (Figure 1) or result from a

   combination of both processes.

  3.2. Cross Correlation Coef cients‐ fi

            Areas of high event density (Figure 8) correlate, to a rst degree, withfi

           areas that have large numbers of correlated events (events with at least

               three waves with > 0.95, green dots, and > 0.98, red dots inP Cf Cf

           Figure 5). When earthquakes locate in close proximity to each other, their

          waves travel along identical paths and thus create similar seismograms at

       common stations. Waveform similarity typically decays with increasing

          distance between hypocenters as a result of increasing variation in velo-

          city structures along the wave paths and variation in source characteris-

          tics. The more complex the tectonic setting (i.e., the shorter the

         wavelength of velocity variations), the faster the decay with increasing

      hypocenter separation. Furthermore, waveforms decorrelate even for

        colocated sources when the velocity structure between sources and

      receiver changes between the times of recording.

           Figure 10 shows the distribution of wave correlation coef cients as aP fi

          function of hypocenter separation, averaged within bins of 10 m, for

           pairs of events that have at least four wave correlation measure-P

           ments. Curves are shown for event pairs that occur before the erup-

           tion, after the eruption, and for pairs with events spanning the two

            periods. All three curves rapidly atten out at ~ 0.82 beyond justfl Cf

        75 m separation distance, indicating a strongly heterogenous velocity

        structure. Decorrelation occurs much faster at Axial compared to

                     Figure 9. Cumulative number of events (a) and moment (b) within bins of 20 m from four fault planes derived from a

                   principal component analysis of events along the west wall (x1, x2) and the east wall (x6, x7). Labels in legend

                 correspond to cross sections shown in Figure 5 (see also Cross Sections 3 and 4 in Figure 8).

           Figure 10. Mean wave correlation coef cients ( ) as a function ofP fi Cf

         hypocenter separation, shown for pairs of events where both events

            occurred before the eruption, after the eruption, and for events that span to

            two time periods. Mean values are calculated within bins of 10 m separation

           distances, for pairs that were recorded by at least four stations. Correlation
          coef cients between 0.7 and 1.0 are used. Measurements from the Eastfi

          Paci c Rise at 9°50 N (Waldhauser & Tolstoy, 2011) and Long Valleyfi ′

         caldera (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008) are also shown for comparison.
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               other volcanic regions such as the Long Valley caldera in California (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008) and

              similar measurements from the East Paci c Rise where seismicity is driven by a combination offi

          volcanic, tectonic, and hydrothermal processes (Waldhauser & Tolstoy, 2011) (Figure 10).

             Furthermore, Figure 10 shows that changes in structural and/or source speci c heterogeneities are timefi

            dependent. Earthquakes during the preeruption period (red line) show lower correlation coef cients thanfi

              posteruption earthquakes (blue line), consistent with the eruption being preceded by changes in the velocity

                field due to rising magma and complex source processes, especially for small events that dominate the cor-

            relation coef cients shown in Figure 10. Signi cantly lower correlation coef cients are observed betweenfi fi fi

                   events that span the two periods. Levy et al. (2018) show that prior to eruption vertical uplift of the caldera

               floor was accommodated by normal faulting events on the ring faults. Events of reversed slip direction

               occurred during the coeruption and posteruption period as the caldera oor subsided. This change in sourcefl

              characteristics is re ected in the lower correlation coef cients for event pairs spanning the two periods.fl fi

                We searched for repeating events, earthquakes that rupture the same fault area with sources of similar mag-

             nitude and mechanism, following the procedure described in Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2002), and found

                 71 sequences with up to three events. Events within each of these sequences colocate and have highly cor-

                related seismograms. All repeating event sequences are only active prior to the eruption and locate on both

                   sides of the caldera (black dots in Figure 5a). All rst events in the most robust sequences occur within afi

                  10 day period, and the second events occur in a narrow time period as well, an indication that timing might‐

             be modulated by some transient effect. The existence of repeating earthquakes suggests that the

              short wavelength fault geometry is robust and likely developed through several eruption cycles. This is con-‐

                sistent with the generally narrow (~250 m) width of the active fault zones at Axial (Figure 9).

 4. Discussion

                  The relocation results provide detailed images in time and space of the active parts of a NNW oriented, out-

              ward dipping, gure 8 shaped ring fault system and intersecting ridge structures. A simpli ed depiction offi ‐ fi

               the seismically active zones and sketch summarizing the general structure of Axial Seamount are given in

              Figure 11. Discrimination between ring fault and dike related seismicity is based on their location relative‐

                to surface features as well as their temporal evolution during the 2015 eruption (see below). Faults near

                      Figure 11. (a) Summary of observations, showing the main faults and dikes inferred from the relocated seismicity and mapped ssures. Gray dots arefi

                   earthquakes, black squares seismic stations. (b) Simpli ed perspective sketch (looking north) of location and geometry of active faults and dikes.fi

                        NRZ = north rift zone; SRZ = south rift zone; CRZ = central rift zone; ERF = eastern ring fault; WRF = western ring fault.
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                   the neck of the gure 8 structure are convexly curved to accommodate the change in strike of the faults thatfi

               accommodated magma in ation and de ation during the 2015 eruption at Axial Seamount (Levy et al., 2018;fl fl

                Wilcock et al., 2016). The seismically active fault zones are narrow and smooth, suggesting that the ring

              faults are mature and well developed and therefore were likely active during previous eruptions. These erup-‐

                 tions were all sourced along the eastern margin of the magma chamber (Chadwick et al., 2016; Nooner &

                 Chadwick, 2016), with dikes propagating along the south rift in 1998 and 2011 and along the central and

           north rift in 2015, which de ne the OSC (Embley et al., 1990).fi

                  The NNE trending north rift intersects the caldera at its northern end at the site of the Canadian American

                 Seamount (CASM) vent eld (Figures 1 and 5a). The central rift segment, which sidesteps the north rift tofi

                    the east and curves from north to NNW, intersects the eastern caldera wall just north of the neck of the gurefi

                   8 structure. At this location, the northern terminus of the NNE trending south rift is located about 1 km to

                  the east of the central rift segment. The south rift segment interacts with the eastern caldera wall in the

               southern part of the caldera (Figure 5). The overall structure of seismicity and sea oor observations (bathy-fl

              metry, ssures, and hydrothermal vents) image the interaction between the OSC's central and southern seg-fi

                 ments with the structure of Axial volcano. The eastern ring fault is caught between the two overlapping rift

           segments and is being pulled apart by ongoing rifting processes (Figure 11).

                  Preeruption event density (Figure 12a) is highest along the east caldera wall in an area of high in ation asfl

              revealed by bottom pressure data (Nooner & Chadwick, 2016). Peak density of 500 events within

                     100 × 100 m bins were recorded over the 3 month period from 22 January to 23 April 2015 along the east

                 wall, compared to 200 lower magnitude events along the west wall. A break in seismic density near the neck‐

                  of the gure 8 caldera structure (black arrow in Figure 12a) supports the idea of a segmented eastern ringfi

                   fault. The three main active structures on the eastern side of the caldera, that is, the central and south rifts

                 and the (segmented) east wall (Figure 11), all experienced a pickup in seismicity since the start of monitoring

                  in January 2015. Decreasing event rates at the end of March 2015 were followed by a period of accelerated

                 event rates until the day of the eruption (histogram in Figure 12a). Earthquakes occur mostly in bursts, acti-

                  vating distinct parts of the eastern ring fault (e.g., starting on 29 January 2015 at 22:09:00), the central rift

                 zone (30 January 2015 at 03:19:00) and the south rift zone (8 February 2015 at 16:19:00) (see https://ddrt.

            ldeo.columbia.edu/Axial/4D). It appears that these structures are activated independently and are not syn-

                 chronized, until the start of vigorous activity around 24 April 2015 at 06:10:00 that spreads across the entire

      volcano and indicates magma ascending within dikes.

                   As observed by Wilcock et al. (2016), the seismicity rst starts to migrate south along the south rift at aboutfi

                06:10:00 on 4 April. However, events abruptly stop migrating southward at the beginning of the eruption and

               turn northward along the central rift segment, bridging the gap that existed in the preeruption seismicity

                    (Figure 12a). Less than 2 hr after the onset of the seismic crisis, at 08:01, lava erupts along the central rift

                 fissures (Caplan Auerbach et al., 2017; Wilcock et al., 2016) and seismicity migrates at a speed of 0.55 m/s‐

                fi first north along the central rift. Outside of the detection capability of the seismic array, mapped ssures

                 indicate that the dike stepped westward to the north rift, representing the propagation of a dike that coin-

              cides with the rapid onset of de ation (Nooner & Chadwick, 2016; Wilcock et al., 2016).fl

               Using data from the 1975 1984 Kra a rifting episode, Buck et al. (2006) demonstrated that dike intru-– fl

              sions change the tectonic stress eld so that subsequent dikes may propagate different directions thanfi

              the previous dike, with diminishing lengths of propagation. However, the short interval (~4 years) with

                  respect to the previous Axial eruption (Wilcock et al., 2018) may also play an important role due to lack

                   of time for stress to build up at the site of the previous diking, whereas the previous two eruptions with

                a gap of ~13 years between them both propagated to the south. Furthermore, magma supply from reser-

                 voirs in the north of Axial caldera may have played a role in controlling rifting direction in 2015

   (Arnulf et al., 2018).

                   The 20 month long posteruption activity from 22 May 2015 to the end of the base catalog (31 January 2017)

               concentrates on the east wall of the caldera, with a distribution similar to the syneruption seismicity,

                     although at a much lower rate (peak density of 25 events per 100 × 100 m over 20 months). An isolated area

                at the southeastern edge of the caldera that was not active during the eruption is activated posteruption

                (black arrow in Figures 12c and 12d). Virtually no earthquakes were detected along the west wall during

                the same time period. The west wall became active again 2 years after the eruption (Figure 13).
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                  An increase in the number of recorded events is observed since the beginning of 2018. The events occur in

              bursts, with four increasing active bursts that can be identi ed during our observational period: Septemberfi

              2017 (50 events/day), May 2018 (110 events/day), September 2018 (150 events/day), and March 2019 (280

               events/day). Most of these events reactivate sections of the fault system that were previously active, with

                density plots beginning to show the same patterns, including the seismicity gap on the eastern ring fault,

       as during the 2015 preeruption period (Figure 13d).

                        Figure 12. Evolution of event densities within bins of 50 × 50 m. (a) Events in the 3 months leading up to the eruption in

                    April 2015, (b) in the 1 month during the eruption, (c) in the subsequent 20 months after the eruption until the

                 end of the DD base catalog (Axial.RTDD.201701.n5), and (d) in the 31 months since the start of real time‐

                 double difference (RT DD) processing. In (a) the maximum number per bin is capped at 300 to improve visibility of‐ ‐

                  density distribution (highest density bin has 500 events). Black line is caldera rim, brown and gray lines are ssuresfi

                  associated with the 2015 and 2011 eruptions, respectively (Clague et al., 2017). Right panels = histograms of daily event

        counts. Labels in histogram (d) refer to Figure 13.
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              Since the beginning of the posteruption period, real time differential deformation data have shown a steady,‐

        long term rate of in ation, albeit with some pauses (https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/eoi/rsn/Forecasts.html),‐ fl

                 that point to an in ation recovery in ~April 2021 and an eruption within about a year from thenfl

                (Chadwick et al., 2012; Nooner & Chadwick, 2016). Seismicity rates are expected to increase as well. The

             new monitoring system of detecting, associating, and locating at the University of Washington followed

                by RT DD processing at the Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory will be able to keep up with computing pre-‐ ‐

        cise locations during peak seismicity rates of 2,000 day−1       that we expect during an eruption (Wilcock

                  et al., 2016). We therefore will be able to track and analyze, with respect to baseline characteristics from pre-

                 vious eruptions, the evolution of seismic activity leading up to the eruption in real time, providing the scien-

             ti c community with fundamental high resolution data that have the potential to predict location andfi ‐

      timing of magma ascent and eventual eruption.

 5. Conclusions

               Using real time data from the OOI Cabled array at Axial Seamount, we implemented an automatic real time‐ ‐

             double difference procedure that updates a high precision earthquake catalog within tens of seconds after a‐ ‐

           new event occurs. The results are immediately made available online at http://ddrt.ldeo.columbia.edu/

               Axial, together with web based, interactive tools for viewing and analyzing the seismicity in time and space.‐

                The precision catalog for nearly 100,000 events since January 2015 developed in this study serves as back-

                ground reference for the real time solutions and at the same time provide insight into the ne scale structure‐ fi ‐

                  and evolution of a long lived ring fault system as it interacts with diking processes along segments of an OSC‐

                      Figure 13. Event density maps within 50 × 50 m for periods S1 S4 indicated in the histogram of Figure 12d. Black line is–

                caldera rim, brown and gray lines are ssures associated with the 2015 and 2011 eruptions, respectively (Claguefi

  et al., 2017).
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                 of the Juan de Fuca Ridge. Real time information from the Axial RT DD system is now being used to‐ ‐ 

                 monitor the structure and evolution of active faults and dykes as well as changes in seismic activity relative

             to baseline characteristics. Together with other data from cabled OOI instruments, they provide critical

                  information that has the potential to lead to informed decisions about the state of stress and timing of the

              next eruption, as well as the geographic scope of the eruption as it is occurring.
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